WTS

Know Where Each
Asset Is Located

Track Inbound Packages And Business
Assets, Anywhere, Anytime

Never Lose Another
Inbound Item Again

Neopost provides the tools you need to automate and manage your
operations. Whether it is by tracking the chain of custody of inbound
packages or managing the logistics of your business assets, WTS
tracking software by Neopost gives you the visibility you need to
simplify and better manage processes in your organization.

Moving mail and packages is a
two-way street. Outbound traffic is
only half the story. When receiving
important mail, packages and other
inbound items requiring proof of
delivery at your facility, the tracking
process starts all over again. Manual
processes are time-consuming,
labour-intensive and error-prone.

Receive

Scan the carrier tracking number on incoming
packages, select the recipient and enter any other
data required

Deliver

Choose the fastest internal delivery route based on
recipient location

Confirm

Capture recipient signature upon delivery

www.neopost.ca
Join us on

With WTS, you can track and monitor
the internal movement and complete
chain-of-custody for every piece of
accountable mail that your company
receives.
Designed for businesses of any size,
WTS provides numerous convenient
services to automate all your inbound
delivery requirements. It dramatically
improves the management of your
company’s internal delivery process
by increasing reliability, accelerating
productivity and decreasing costs.

WTS

We’ve Got You Covered

We are committed to
providing you with
world class customer
satisfaction we offer
automatic diagnostics
with our product line.
By uploading systems
data, we will be alerted
if you are having
trouble.

WTS Key Features
Simple and intuitive user interface
Auto-recognition of carrier tracking numbers
Schedule delivery and pickup times
Track mail pouches, multi-package containers
Monitor full chain-of-custody details
Capture images of delivered packages and mail
Import employee databases
Record image to capture proof of damaged goods
Instant access to real-time package and accountable mail status
Immediate identification of misrouted and undelivered items

Why Choose Neopost?
Neopost is a world leader in mailing solutions
and a major player in digital communications and
shipping services.
Our innovative solutions help guide and support
organizations in how they send and receive
communications and goods, helping them to
better connect with their customers.
In today’s world of increased dependence on
technology, Neopost believes that one thing
remains unchanged: the real engine for success
is people. Because it’s people who drive business
forward. Neopost appreciates and nurtures the
human side of business and thinks of its
customers as individuals, not as organizations.
We believe in creating partnerships based on
trust in order to meet customers’ changing
needs.
Find out more at neopost.ca

1-800-636-7678

We are ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001
certified and Neopost offers the highest process,
quality, safety and environmental standards.
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Neopost's customer support is there for you
with our contact center and trained
technicians who are ready to assist you.

